School Streets for social
distancing
Summary document for schools

The UK government has advised schools that they should be
“encouraging parents and children and young people to walk
or cycle to their education setting where possible.”
The government is clear that:


Walking and cycling will reduce pressure on the public
transport system and the road network



Families should consider walking and cycling if they can.

Schools Streets can support the current need for more space
between people.

Analysis after previous School
Streets has shown:
90% of parents and residents would
support a street closure regularly
outside the school
72% strongly agreed the road felt
safer to use
75% said they were worried about
the health impacts of car exhaust
fumes at drop-off and pick-up times

What are School Streets?
A School Street is where a road outside a school temporarily closes to motor vehicles. This opens streets to
families on foot, bike or scooter at drop off and pick up times.

Why School Streets?
School Streets help to give families the space that they need to get to school safely – for road safety and to
maintain physical distancing. By making a safer, cleaner, more pleasant environment, School Streets
increase the likelihood that children will walk or cycle to school (and parents leave their cars at home).
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Fewer car trips to and from school will help to improve air quality, encourage more exercise, reduce
congestion at peak times and reduce road traffic collisions.

“Significantly changed habits over a short period
of time.”
Head Teacher, St Luke’s Primary School, Brighton

How could School Streets help with social distancing?
School Streets create safe space outside a school.
Removing through traffic and parents’ cars creates space to
allow for social distancing where parents and children would
otherwise gather in confined spaces at the school gates.
School Streets can be used safely by families to travel on
foot, by bike or by scooter to school.
A road free from vehicles could typically gain an extra seven
metre wide space for pedestrians.

How will School Streets help the school?
Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, school leaders need to consider how to manage space inside the
school and in the school playground. They also need to consider how pupils arrive, perhaps by changing
start and finish times for certain children. A School Street provides more options for schools to work with.
The UK government has asked schools to encourage parents and children to walk to school if possible.
School Streets provide a safe environment in which to do this and socially distance. Over the last few weeks
and months we have got used to the idea of stepping temporarily into the road in order to socially distance.
This has been much safer on quiet roads, where traffic speeds are slow and traffic volumes are low.
School Streets can increase active travel rates to the school. A 20 minute walk to school has been shown to
increase brain

levels by up to four hours. Active journeys to

school contribute, on average, 17 minutes of MVPA (moderate to vigorous physical activity) for primary
school children, supporting your PE curriculum.
Active travel is potentially an important tool in tackling Covid-19, as collectively we will be healthier and
stronger. Studies have linked the severity of Covid-19 symptoms to poor air quality, which is made worse if
there is lots of traffic around the school.
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How do school streets work?

–
–
Signs only
Signage is put in place at the entrance(s) to the restricted zone. Residents and others who
need access by vehicle can apply for a School Streets permit. The road closure is not staffed
and relies on social pressure for compliance. These may be effective in current
circumstances coupled with a strong public health message urging people to do the right
thing. Enforcement is carried out by the police.
Staffed
School staff or volunteers use signs and moveable barriers to close the road.
Exempted vehicles are allowed through for access at walking pace. Residents
are encouraged to avoid coming and going during the closures. This ensures
that any vehicle entering the road does so at a very slow speed. Volunteers
can explain to motorists why the School Street is in place and its benefits.
Folding bollards
Bollards are positioned at each end of the restricted zone. The school’s site manager has
keys and puts them up at the start and end of the timed closure. This option is effective in
the long term and requires minimal staff resource. However, it takes time to implement and
does not allow resident access.
ANPR enforcement
Local authorities or police use automatic number plate recognition camera enforcement alongside
signs. This is expensive but ensures high compliance.
Co-design
Pupils, staff, parents and residents work with urban designers to identify the
issues outside their school and come up with potential solutions. This method is
extremely effective because it involves everyone, increases engagement,
creates a sense of ownership and can improve compliance. However, the
process can take longer.

“I’d encourage any school with a challenging
situation at pick-up and drop-off times to try this –
the feedback from parents and children was
overwhelmingly positive.”
Head Teacher, Monkseaton Middle School, Whitley Bay
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School Streets as a Covid-19 response
As an immediate response, volunteers or staff could resource closures using temporary signs and barriers
that are put in place during drop-off and pick-up times.
Space from the road can be reclaimed by suspending parking bays or
coning around the school’s yellow zig-zag area.
If there are traffic lights nearby, the local authority can re-phase these at
certain times so groups of people are not forced to gather waiting too long
for the lights to change.
As a medium-term measure, raised bollards could be installed in some instances. This might not be used if
this area was the only access point for nearby residents. Alternatively, the model of signage only School
Streets could be implemented.
For roads that are cut-throughs, a temporary cul-del-sac can be
created with barriers or planters, allowing walkers and cyclists to
pass through but not motor traffic.
If access as a throughroute is required, one
lane could be closed
outside the school
instead of

During Sustrans Big Pedal School
Street trial closures:
Active travel increased from 59% to
66%
Car use decreased from 26% to
13%
Of the parents that usually drive their
child to school, more than a third
chose to walk and nearly 10% cycled

closing the
whole section of
road, creating
one-way access.

“There was a massive
difference! The
atmosphere felt very
calm and peaceful.”
Head Teacher, Cofton Primary School, Birmingham
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Frequently asked questions
How will it work?
Usually, residents and staff with permits are allowed access. Anyone travelling through the road closure is
reminded that the closed road enables social distancing, so will be advised to travel at walking pace.
What times are the restrictions in force?
The scheme will initially be temporary, with the school, parents and local residents as consultees. Timings
will be shared with parents, school staff and residents. In time, signs may be erected that display the times
the School Streets is in operation.
Is this legal?
Yes. Local authorities can implement Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) to control traffic in their area. These
are legal powers and can be temporary or permanent. Local residents must be informed about proposals.
The Department for Transport has issued statutory guidance to all local authorities in England to help them
adapt their streets quickly and cheaply to provide safe space for walking and cycling and to enable social
distancing. This is part of the UK government’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Why haven’t we been consulted?
Some School Streets are being implemented as emergency measures to enable social distancing and help
families travel to school safely. Depending on the type of TRO, and because the UK government has
relaxed TRO regulations as part of its Covid-19 response, local authorities are able to implement road
closures quickly and flexibly. This does not mean consultation will not take place. The exciting thing is that
schools, children, parents, residents and local businesses will have their say as to how the scheme might
develop, what might be changed and whether it becomes permanent.
Who will enforce this?
Outside London, School Streets are enforced by the police. Staff and/or volunteers are able to manage
access.
What if I am already parked inside the school exclusion zone when it comes into operation?

Can parents/carers apply for an exemption?
Parents or carers dropping children at school by car will only be eligible for an exemption if approved by the
school. Valid reasons could include where there are mobility considerations.
Will school staff get an exemption?
Yes.
Haven’t parents and carers been told they need to drive their children to school and to avoid public transport
during the Covid-19 pandemic?
This is not the case. The UK government has advised schools that they should be “encouraging parents and
children and young people to walk or cycle to their education setting where possible.” Parents may be
concerned about letting their children on public or school buses. So, if walking or cycling is not possible
because of distance, Park & Stride locations should be used as an alternative.
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Could this create congestion on surrounding streets?
We will be working with the school and local community to identify and promote locations away from schools
where parents can park safely without obstructing residents on neighbouring streets. Any displaced traffic
will be dispersed over a much wider area than at present meaning the impact on individual streets will be
minimal. During previous School Streets trials in 2019, a study revealed that 58% of parents, carers and
residents at 40 participating schools thought the surrounding streets were in fact less congested. This is
because active travel rates (walking, scooting and cycling) during the closures increased from 59% to 66%
and car trips decreased from 26% to 13%. Longer term studies of School Streets have consistently shown
an overall reduction in traffic volumes in the surrounding area.
How long will the scheme last?

How will you know if the pilot has been successful?
The road should be visibly calmer, safer and cleaner during
closure times. Data will be collected and compared
before, during and after the trial period. The school community
and local residents can also give their views on the scheme.

89% of teachers would support
a regular street closure at drop
-off and pick-up times
90% felt that the road was safer
to use

Who is paying for this?
The UK government has provided local authorities with funding for short-term measures that can quickly be
implemented to allow for social distancing and encourage walking and cycling. Subsequent rounds of
funding will be made available where consultation reveals a desire for a more permanent scheme.

School Streets create space with fewer cars parked in the street, and less and
slower traffic movements. This is important at the present time to facilitate social
distancing.
They improve safety by removing the majority of car movements and pavement
parking in the last few hundred metres of a child’s journey to school.
Active travel and physical activity levels increase. By removing traffic around
schools more parents and children feel able to walk, scoot or cycle to school.
Air quality improves. People driving close to school and leaving engines running
increases pollution around the school. Children and older people are most
affected. By removing cars close to the school gate and playgrounds, children
have cleaner air to breathe.
Removing or reducing traffic, cars turning and congestion increases community
cohesion. It brings schools, residents, parents and their children together by
providing a sense of common space and shared ownership. It can engender a
sense of collective responsibility and thereby increase the safety of the
neighbourhood.
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